Flashlight Harry loved flashlights. He collected them all the time. On Halloween, Harry was walking by the town park and saw people with flashlights everywhere. He asked the people what they were looking for with their flashlights. A little girl explained that she had lost her little puppy dog named "Patches".

Harry took out his 10 flashlights and started looking all over the park. Harry had a yellow flashlight that attracted the puppy dog. The puppy ran up to Harry barking at his yellow flashlight. The puppy kept barking at the yellow flashlight in a strange way.

On his way home, the batteries of the yellow flashlight ran out. When Harry got home, he unscrewed the battery holder of his flashlight and found a $100 bill in it.

Harry had so many flashlights that everyone called him "Flashlight Harry". Harry just got a new puppy named "Patches". The puppy loved to talk walks.

On Halloween night, Harry took Patches out for a walk. They took a shortcut through the park. Harry used his bright purple flashlight to help them see.

Patches began to bark and pull Harry towards a big tree. Harry saw a sign on the tree that read, "Look on Trunk for the Biggest Treat of The Year!"

Harry looked at the bottom of the tree’s trunk and found a $100 bill taped to it.